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THE RESURRECTION OF JESUS 

Luke 24:1-12 

We do not have a sermon outline this week. 

Please use the space below for your own sermon notes.  

Happy Easter! 
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SMALL GROUP QUESTIONS 

Getting Started 

1. What were some of your early hopes in life? How would you have finished this 
sentence growing up: “Someday…” Many people have early hopes for 
greatness, achievement, or some tangible possession. 

 
 
 
 
 

2. People put their hope in all sorts of things today. What are some of those 
things? What are some hopes we have about the basics of life? Think about the 
economy, personal finances, living situations, and what you want for your 
family/kids.  

 
 
 
 
 

Digging Deeper 

1. How do you define hope and how does it help you stay focused, energized, and 
moving forward? Why is hope such a big deal – what is life like with hope? 
Without it? Some have said that hope is having confidence in a desired future. 
You might connect it to passages like Romans 8:24-25 and Hebrews 11:1 
(though this passage is primarily focused on faith). Other thoughts: to look 
forward toward something with desire and reasonable confidence, to believe, 
desire, or trust.  
 

 
 
 

2. Hope is never more needed than times when our hope feels like it is running out. 
What have your times of low hope been like in the past? Help your group 
connect to their low-hope times by giving a personal example.   
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3. The women in Luke 24 had lost hope after Jesus had been crucified. You might 
say that they lost sight of the truth in their hopelessness. What advice could you 
offer to someone who needs to see the truth in low-hope times? How could 
someone connect to the truth during low-hope times? Helpful, wise friends are 
one of the best ways to turn away from hopeless feelings and reconnect to the 
truth. Very often, we cannot see the truth on our own when life gets dark. Bring 
your low-hope experiences to your group and talk them through your process. 
 
 
 

4. We learned this week that hope is linked to memory. We have to remember 
hope-filled truths in order to push away hopelessness. Look at the following 
verses and talk about how these affect our hope 

 
Psalm 25:1-5 When we trust in God and follow His ways, our hope is more firm. 
 
 
Psalm 31:23-24 Hope is firm when we are faithful to God, but fragile when we 
lean on ourselves in pride.  
 
 
Psalm 33:12-22 This reveals contrasting sources of hope and their outcomes. 
The payoff verses are 20-21: protection and joy.  
  
 
Psalm 42 What are the psalmists’ (there’s more than one) solutions to low hope?  

 
 

Proverbs 23:17-18 When you make God your source for solutions in darker 
times, your hope goes up. 
 
 
Romans 5:1-8 This is one of the great hope passages of the New Testament. 
Justification through Jesus gives us eternal hope. Suffering when we follow 
Jesus results in a string of benefits ending in hope. Character growth and 
maturity yield great hope in us. 
 
 
1 Corinthians 15:12-19 This passage points at our greatest hope: being raised 
with Jesus. This fact should be the greatest hope-contributor in our lives. No 
matter what our circumstances in this life, our resurrection is secure in the next 
life. 
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5. Think about one of our greatest hope-giving truths: the empty tomb. How does 
that reality motivate you to tell others that God loves them? Who in your life 
needs to hear the hope-filled truth of God’s love for them? God may be 
continually bringing up people as you talk (in group) or pray (privately). How 
might you deepen your connection/relationship with them and get more time with 
them? 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Bringing it Home 

1. How close to a “low-hope” experience are you right now? If you were to look at 
your “hope meter,” what would it tell you? What big stones are standing between 
you and hope-filled confidence in God’s plan for your life? Trust in the Holy Spirit 
as you navigate this question. Give each person the time they need to formulate 
their answers.  

 
 
 
 
 

 

2. Look over the verses from question #4. If you are low on hope right now, which 
of these truths do you need to focus on most? How could you turn from low-
hope thoughts and feelings and refocus on that truth?  


